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Flamenco Olé!
This show educates children about the art and culture of Flamenco. Artist will demonstrate important elements in Flamenco.

K-12 | 350 Participant Limit
Single Performance: $650
Back to back: $850

The Essence of Mexico
This group presents dances from the Northern state of Nuevo Leon. These dances include “Zapateados”, “The Polka”, and “Huapangos Norteños”.

1-12 | 400 Participant Limit
Single Performance: $800
Back to back: $1,000

Introduction to Latin Rhythms
An educational performance where students will learn about the origins and development of the Tumbadora, better known as the conga drum.

3-12 | 350 Participant Limit
Single Performance: $690
Back to back: $880

The Aztec Princess
A bilingual classic Mexican fable told by a time-traveling Princess that tells two classic fables about making good choices and stranger danger while teaching English/Spanish vocabulary.

PK-5 | 75 Participant Limit
Single Performance: $250
Back to back: $300

Danza Azteca Splendor!
Experience the world of Ancient Mexico in this multi-disciplinary performance of traditional Aztec dancing.

K-12 | 350 Participant Limit
Single Performance: $700
Back to back: $880

Crocro y su Tumbaká
In this multicultural group, Tumbaká interprets songs with echoes of Latin-jazz, percussion solos, batá, son, güarachas, and opera/salsa.

K-12 | 500 Participant Limit
Single Performance: $1,950
Back to back: $2,400

First day, Nueva Escuela
This play is easily understood by speakers of English/Spanish, and its interactive storytelling helps audiences find compassion and empathy for the stories of others.

PK-5 | 350 Participant Limit
Single Performance: $295
Back to back: $450

The Sweetest Thing
A dramatic reading and performance of Jasmine’s bilingual children's picture book Josefina’s Habichuelas/Las Habichuelas de Josefina, a young Dominican girl’s love for sweets and cultural traditions.

K-5 | 200 Participant Limit
Single Performance: $475
Back to back: $675

Workshops and Residencies
Visual Arts | Dance | Music | Theatre

Create Your Own Workshop
Select your theme or academic content area and let us know if you’d like to work with visual arts, dance, music, or theatre teaching artist to explore Hispanic Heritage in a more hands-on setting in groups of 30 or less. Classes can be 45-60m and either a series of classes or one stand-alone class day and project. Follow along and learn beginner Flamenco dance moves or explore creating artwork that reflects Hispanic Cultural Heritage!

Single Workshop: $115 (45m)/$125 (60m) | Supply cost not included
PK-12 | up to 30 students per class

scheduling@yahouston.org | 713.520.9264